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of the Ma’arat HaMachpela (Cave of the
Patriarchs). There were no injuries. Bullets
struck a wall near the ‘seventh step’ of the
Machpela.

Results Of The Ceasefire
In a terrorist attack against the Tarmit
Outpost in southern Gaza, Thursday
night, 27 grenades were fired at the
outpost while gunfire was directed at
soldiers.
Terror In Afula
In Afula, a terrorist dressed as an IDF
soldier opened fire inside the central bus
station just as a busload of passengers was
disembarking. He murdered two people
before security guards shot and killed him.
The wounded, including one in critical
condition, were taken to Afula's HaEmek
Hospital. Afula is located halfway between
Hadera and Tiberias.
Chevron Under Attack
For the second consecutive afternoon,
holiday festivities in Chevron were
interrupted by terrorist gunfire in the area

On Wednesday, two persons were
wounded, one seriously, by terrorist
gunfire in the same area.

Attack In The Capital
On one of the Jerusalem’s main highways,
an Arab car overtook that of a young
Jewish couple, Pinchas and Mali Cohen of
Ramat Shlomo, shot at the two, and sped
off towards Ramallah. The attack occurred
shortly before midnight on the road
leading from Ramot and Ramat Shlomo
towards French Hill.
The young mother, pregnant with her
second child, was shot in the chest and
neck; she was originally reported as
seriously wounded, but her condition is
now listed as moderate, as is her husband,
who was shot in the chest. The couple's
baby daughter, in the back seat, was not
hurt, although at least eight bullets struck
the car.
Source: IsraelNationalNews.com

What risks can you be willing to take? Part II
To return to the analog: There are many dimensions to the Israeli-Arab conflict.
Nevertheless, just as when a person has a heart condition, it is the cardiologist whose
opinion is given highest priority, since Israel's fundamental concerns are questions of
security, it is the opinions of military men and particularly, those trained in the issues at
hand, that must determine the guidelines - and the red lines - for negotiations.
When military experts are asked, they explain that it is absolutely necessary for Israel to
maintain possession of the lands taken in the Six-Day War. The reasons for this stance are
plainly obvious.
The Golan Heights command control of the entire Galilee, Israel's north. Missiles and
artillery placed in the Golan could easily destroy civilian centers and military bases in the
Galilee. Moreover, even in our age of hi-tech weaponry, fighting uphill is much more
difficult than fighting downhill or fighting on level terrain. Thus, if Syrian troops would
attack from the Golan, Israel would be put in a defensive position that would be very
challenging to turn around.
Based on the Public Statements and Writings of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson

Random Acts Of Terror?
The Palestinian raid of the homes of
Elei Sinai at the northwest tip of the
Gaza Strip Tuesday night was no
random or isolated attack. It was part of
a thoroughly planned and organized
Palestinian terror onslaught. Five
additional points were hit
simultaneously from positions manned
by the Palestinian Authority's
“Preventive Security”: Dugit, Neve
Dekalim, Netzarim and the military
outposts guarding these settlements.
Liron Harpaz, 18, from Elei Sinai and
her boyfriend from Lod, Asaf Yitzhaki,
20, were encountered first by the
Palestinian raiders and shot dead, after
which the terrorists went round
storming homes.
Israel has evidence that for ten months
Palestinian terrorists have been
specifically drilling forcible takeovers of
settlements, massacres of their
inhabitants and holding Israeli troops at
bay until they are overpowered and
killed. None expect to come out of these
strikes alive.
Source: www.Debka.com
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“This War Will Continue”
“Our belief is that this war, between
us and the Jews, will continue to
escalate until we vanquish the Jews
and enter Jerusalem as conquerors,
[and] enter Jaffa as conquerors.”
Sermon at the Sheikh ‘Ijlin mosque in Gaza,
broadcast on PA television. September 21 2001
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